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Girls on the Run 
It's More Than a Running Program 
!
When a girl joins Girls on the Run, what lies ahead is a life-changing experience 
that inspires girls to know and activate their limitless potential. 
!
Here's what makes the Girls on the Run experience stand out  
above the rest: 
  
Meaningful Lessons: A nationally acclaimed curriculum that prepares girls 
for a lifetime of self-respect and healthy living, with lessons on positive self 
talk, choosing friends, nutrition and fueling pace. 
!
Physical Activity: Running, stretching and team building games are woven 
into our program to inspire an appreciation of fitness and to build habits that 
lead to a lifetime of health. 
!
Positive Role Models: Women with a desire to make a difference in the lives of 
girls volunteer their time as GOTR coaches to train and mentor the girls 
throughout the season. 
!
Girls on the Run 5K: This unique, end-of-season event brings together 
thousands of NoVA girls, their families, and community members for a celebratory 
5K run. Crossing the finish line is a defining moment of the program, when the 
girls realize that even the seemingly impossible IS possible. 
!
Parents Too: Whether it’s training to run with your daughter in the 5K, cheering 
her on at the finish line, or reinforcing GOTR lessons using conversation starters 
from our Grown Up Guide, there are many ways you can be part of your daughter’s 
GOTR experience. 
!

Great Value: Two 75-90 minute sessions per week, delivered before or after 
school for 10 weeks for just $175 -- less than $7 per hour, plus free entry into the 
5K (scholarships available). 
!
High Impact: Research studies show that Girls on the Run promotes the 
physical, mental, social and spiritual outcomes that help prevent unhealthy and 
risky behaviors in adolescent girls.

Here's what one girl had to say about  

her GOTR experience: 
!

"When I run I feel free and it’s a really good feeling.  

I signed up because I felt like I really needed to do 

something new and it was really fun so I did it a 

second time! GOTR is awesome!” 

!
- 3rd Grader – Bull Run Elementary

http://www.gotrnova.org
http://www.gotrnova.org


Who we are
Girls on the Run® is a national 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization dedicated to 

creating a world where every girl knows and activates her limitless potential and 

is free to boldly pursue her dreams. Our 10-week program drives transformative, 

sustained change in the lives of third- to fifth-grade girls across all 50 states.

What we do
Using an intentional curriculum 

that integrates physical activity, 

our trained coaches teach girls 

critical life skills and strategies they can 

apply to all aspects of their lives.

Why it matters

• Girls’ self-confidence begins to drop by age 9

• 50% of girls ages 10 to 13 experience bullying such as    

   name calling and exclusion

• Physical activity levels decline at age 10 and continue 

   to decrease throughout adolescence

Where girls made the greatest gains

Girls on the Run has a 

positive impact on girls during 

the program and beyond.

Our results*

*Results based on a 2016 independent study conducted by Positive Youth Development expert Maureen R. Weiss, Ph.D.
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Girls on the Run makes a 

stronger impact than organized 

sports or physical education 

programs in teaching life skills.

Learn how you can change the life of a girl. Visit us at girlsontherun.org



EVERY GIRL. 

Participating in Girls on the Run transforms girls’ lives by helping them
increase their self-confidence, develop healthy relationships,and feel
good about themselves, inside and out.

A positive youth development program for
girls in grades three through eight. 
A 10-week before or after school program.
Teams meet for practice twice a week for 60
to 90 minutes. 
Trained coaches lead the girls through
interactive lessons and running activities.
The season ends with a 5k event. 
Find out more at gotrnova.org. 

Girls face social pressures and conflicting
messages about how they should act and who
they should be. Studies show that by
adolescence, girls’ confidence drops about twice
as much as boys’. Friendships become more
complicated and challenging, girls’ perception of
their academic ability declines, the likelihood of
anxiety and depression increases and
participation in physical activity plummets.It
doesn’t have to be this way.

www.gotrnova.org 


